
MVF Home Church 
Host Guide 

August 23, 2020 

Welcome! 
Thank you for being willing to host a home church together. As we have been 
learning on Sunday mornings, the early church grew together by following a 
simple model: 

ACTS 2:42 
All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching, and to 

fellowship, and to sharing in meals (including the Lord’s Supper), and to prayer. 

Our time together as home churches this weekend will follow this same model, 
although we may switch up the order a little.  Don’t stress out! Trust God and 
enjoy the time together. 

Quick Guide 
• Invite others. Coordinate the meal with them so you don’t need to do it all 

yourself. 
• Start anytime on Sunday morning. 
• Eat together first. Use a few of the Group Starter Questions if you need help 

getting the conversation started (see the questions later in this guide) 
• Break bread together (that is do communion). Suggestions and tips are 

below. 
• Gather in front of a TV and go to https://mvfcolorado.online.church/ 
• Watch the lesson video. Pause each time there is a list of questions and talk 

about them as a group. 
• Once you have done the full video & questions, pray together.  
• Thank everyone! 

More details for each step are outlined below. 
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Gather for Fellowship 

Fellowship just means spending time together building relationships (and 
hopefully having a little fun). Plan on spending a little time getting to know each 
other. There are some starter questions later in this guide if you need some ideas 
on how to get beyond the usual questions of where you live, your job, and your 
family. 

We suggest a simple breakfast or brunch, maybe even potluck style with your 
group. Food makes people feel comfortable, so have an easy, simple (and 
cheap!) meal. 

Breaking Bread 
The early church regularly shared communion together as part of their 
gatherings. Communion is an extension of our worship, and a time for us to 
thankfully and reverently consider Jesus’ sacrificial love for each of us. 
Communion does not have to be just inside of our church building, but it can be 
enjoyed with your family, home church, LifeGroup, Bible Study, etc. 

As your meal winds down, share communion together. While we often use 
crackers and grape juice for communion, you can use other things you may have 
on hand that can also represent the same things: Jesus’ body and blood. 

You may want to read out loud 1 Corinthians 11:23-26, and then share the bread, 
cracker or wafer saying, “This is the body of Christ broken and shared for you.” 
Next, share the wine or juice saying, “This is the blood of Christ shed for you.” 
Then pray together, thanking Jesus for his love, sacrifice, and forgiveness. 
Sometimes less is more with prayer, so don’t worry about saying all the right 
things in the right order. 

For a little more guidance and support, watch ahead of time our short video on 
doing communion at home on the mvfcolorado YouTube channel, or go directly 
to https://youtu.be/SYlWMGOjhWw 
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Teaching & Talking 
We have prepared a short lesson via video for your home church to watch 
together. To watch, go to either  https://mvfcolorado.online.church/ or  
https://vimeo.com/mvfcolorado   You can start the video at any time. 

The video has several segments, with each segment ending with a screen of 
questions. Pause the video and talk through these questions together. (The exact 
questions for this week can also be found at the end of this guide). While we 
have thought through the questions to help guide your group, you do not 
necessarily need to discuss every question. If your group dives really deeply on a 
question use your best judgement if you need to go through the other questions 
in that section or not based on how much time your home church is meeting. 

The purpose of the questions is two fold. First, the questions will help your group 
wrestle with the spiritual truth and application to their lives. By discussing, you all 
may learn something new or it may cause you to think differently than you have 
before. The second purpose is to help build relationships grounded on faith. So 
don’t skip the discussion! 

Another thing to keep in mind is that everyone in your home church is at a 
different point of their walk and growth with Jesus. Not everyone will have 
answers, and sometimes the answers folks provide may or may not be Biblical. 
Instead of “squashing” what you might think are wrong answers, ask a few simple 
questions like “I had not heard that before. How does the scripture text support 
your thought?” Or “That’s a new take on this passage. Do you know other places 
in the Bible that might help us understand this passage better?” We really want 
everyone to be able to feel safe in the group, build relationships, and balance 
“correcting” with truth. 

Likewise, if you or someone else in your group answers every question, it keeps 
others from feeling like they can participate. You may want to intentionally read a 
question and ask someone what they think so they have a chance to talk. 

Another discussion killer is someone using answers from the commentary in the 
bottom of their study Bible or using Google.  When these outside resources are 
used, people will feel like “an expert has spoken” and their answer will be be 
valued. Discussion will likely stop on that question. Save the commentary for a 
deeper study and allow the discussion to be authentic. 
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Prayer 
Prayer is simply talking with God. You do not need to say an exact set of words, 
in the right order, or even say a lot of words for God to hear your prayer. Some of 
the most powerful prayers are those when people directly and body talk with 
God from their heart. 

Although you are hosting, anyone can pray for the group. If you don’t usually 
pray out loud, we would encourage you to stretch yourself a little and try it out. If 
this is too big of a leap at the moment, see if someone else is willing to pray for 
your home church. 

After the teaching and question, you may want to collect prayer requests. 
Sometimes for a new group this can be difficult as some people don’t feel 
comfortable enough to share, while others share perhaps too much with people 
they just met! Get a feel for the group dynamics and either ask for requests, or 
simply close in prayer. 

You can also decide to do what we call “popcorn prayer” which means someone 
starts and then gives room (silence) for others to pray out loud for a bit. Then 
someone closes the time in a final bit of prayer. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

What do we do for music at our home church? 
While the teaching video does not have music in it this week, we are 
providing a few online songs if you want to use them. There will be a link 
to music on the mvfcolorado.online.church page, or you can go directly 
to the vimeo.com/mvfcolorado page and find the worship set there. 

A word of caution: music is an important part of worship together and 
works very well in a larger group setting. For a small group of people 
(especially new groups or groups with non-believers), our worship music 
can be very awkward. The lyrics may be hard to understand or be things 
people do not yet believe. Again use your discretion if music will work 
well with your home church this time. 
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We have a lot of kids coming. What should we do? 
We encourage you to include kids into your time as much as possible. 
Obviously how you might do this will depend upon your space available 
and the ages of the kids. We have created some activity packets for 
preschool & elementary aged kids which you can download & print from 
the mvfcolorado.com/home/home-church webpage. If you were not able 
to download the packets, then sometimes simple paper & crayons/
markers can keep kids both engaged and quiet while you watch & talk. 

The lesson is intended to be for a wide audience of both spiritual maturity 
and ages. You might find many of kids elementary age and older will 
actually connect into the lesson. 

What time should we start? Do we have to do the service times? 
You can start whatever time works for your group; you don’t have to 
follow service times. The video is setup to start whenever you need.  We 
do suggest that you meet Sunday morning if possible to help us all stay in 
a Sunday morning worship habit. 

Can I invite my neighbors/family/coworkers/etc? 
Absolutely! Invite anyone who you want to foster a relationship with so 
you can point them to Jesus! 

What is the best size of a home church? 
The size really depends upon your space. Having one other family or a 
couple of adults is a great sized home church. If you have room, adding a 
few more will help make the discussion fuller.  We would recommend you 
don’t go too much over 12 to 16 adults & teens, as it starts to make the 
discussion difficult. If you have that many or more, you may want to think 
about having someone branch off and start hosting another home church. 

Group Starter Questions 

Often with a small group of people, conversations seem to flow naturally when 
folks first come together or when they eat food. When you move to sit in a circle 
to actually start a discussion, an awkward silence takes over. Your home church 
doesn’t have to start like this! 
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Most everyone loves the chance to talk about themselves, after all they know the 
answers and won’t look foolish. Warm up your group with a few fun and thought-
provoking starter questions before you watch the video. You can even use these 
during your meal together. Don’t spend too much time on these, but enough so 
your group feels comfortable talking with one another. You don’t have to ask all 
of these; pick a few that you think will work with your group. 

Shallow pool 
- What is your favorite musical genre? Which genre do you dislike the most? 

Why? 
- What has been the highlight of 2020 for you so far? 
- What is the best or worst joke you have heard recently? 
- What food/drink/candy did you have as a kid that you loved but cannot buy 

anymore? Why was it one of your favorites? 

A Little Deeper 
- If you were stranded on a deserted island, what one thing would you want 

with you? Why? 
- What has been your favorite job so far in your life? Why? 
- Who is the one person who has personally influenced you spiritually the 

most? How? 
- If you could pick a single verse from the Bible as summary of your life, your 

character, or your spiritual journey so far, what would it be? Why? 

Deep End 
Note: Best to ask these only if your group knows each other! It is hard for a new 
group of people to dive deep as they first need to feel like they can trust each 
other and be vulnerable. 

- What has God been talking to you about lately? 
- If you could ask God to change one aspect of your life, what would it be? 

(These answers may become part of your home church’s prayer list) 
- Without stepping over confidential boundaries, share how a discipling 

relationship you have (either being discipled or discipling someone) is 
going. 
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Today’s Lesson & Question 

This week we will be learning & talking about Acts 4:1-31. The story takes place 
just after Peter & John have healed a lame man through the power the Holy 
Spirit in Jesus’ name. Your group will read aloud sections of this chapter, so make 
sure you have a Bible available. You may want to have different people read the 
sections to help include the group. We would suggest you read from the New 
Living Translation as it was translated for reading aloud and has vocabulary non-
Christians will understand. The video will have slides which will tell you when and 
what to read. Pause the video, read, and then restart the video to go to the next 
section. 

This week all of the discussion questions will be at the end of the message video. 

While we are giving you these questions, try to resist the urge to read and study 
them in depth before the group. We want the discussion to be authentic and real 
using what you already know along with what you are learning from the teaching. 
If your group thinks you know all the answers, they will be less likely to engage as 
they don’t want to look foolish or stupid. 

Here’s the questions: 

- What stands out to you in Acts 4:1-31? Was anything surprising or challenging?  

- Who were the Sadducees? What did they believe?  

- What does it mean to be “filled with the Holy Spirit” (verses 8 & 31)? Have you 
ever experienced it?  

- Is being “filled with the Holy Spirit” something we should expect to happen in 
our lives? Why or why not?  

- Do people recognize you as being with Jesus (verse 13b)? If so, how? If not, 
why not?  

- How can someone have Peter & John’s boldness (verses 19-20)? How would 
this look in your life?  
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